since the poem has been perceived as a paradigmatic example of a new genre, the country house poem, which arose in the sixteenthcentury and had expired or mutated by the eighteenth. The matter has given rise to a body of criticism that is both fruitful and conflicting--a healthy sign for continued study of the poem. Early on, source studies identified a debt to the classics, principally to Martial's Positioning "To Penshurst" as a kind of Urtext has its drawbacks. For one thing, the poem tends to be read discursively in terms of narrow generic expectations--classical reflections, aristocratic hospitality, praise of architecture, landscape, and patron, and so forth. This can lead to rather restricted perceptions, particularly given Jonson's deceptive simplicity.4 As John Shawcross has pointed out, his poetry seems to yield easily to a first reading, needing little explication (unless it concerns obscure historical reference) and blessedly clear of the convolutions of poets like Donne. And any religious element seems briefly and sparely put (88). But such a predictive reading stems from lexical and linear rather than morphological apprehension of the poem. Form can be approached impressionistically, more often than not taking its cue from theme and metaphor (or, more recently, from theoretical and political desiderata), and its analysis is often limited to prosody or adherence to classical practice. But Shawcross in his definition of genre--"a literary piece of writing that takes on a form (or structure)" --defines structure as "a spatial form with perhaps some geometric principles ... that may be defined by
